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Abstract: This article proposes an approach to the migration of a conceptual object model, whatever its
nature, to the physical schema of an object relational database, based on a meta-model that enriched the
conceptual model with data and constraints necessary to establish the migration, then translate the metamodel to its physical object Relational schema in an automatic way without the interference of human
factors, while also showing the difference between some mechanism of the object principle in different
ORDBMS.
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1. Introduction
Modeling has always been considered an
essential practice in the life cycle of software, it
is considered the most essential and critical step
in the development and the creation of an
application, to be made it is necessary to begin
by transforming the conceptual model into
logical model, then transforming the logical
model into physical model.
So why choose to migrate to the ORDB and
no other type of database, we have the
development of Information and communication
technologies ICT, these new technologies are
looking for new techniques including the
programming languages which are objectoriented, and to avoid losing the benefits that we
provides the relational we are moving towards
the ORDB which includes both object principles
and at the same time benefit from the simplicity
and the ease of the relational model.
Several approaches discuss the migration of
UML to Extensible Markup Language XML
files, Relational Database RDB, ORDB, Web
Ontology Language
OWL structures.
Approaches based on the transformation of the
class diagram of UML to object Relational
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mapping from the layer, divide the
transformation in 3 steps, the first step is to
define the UML classes and Relationship, the
2nd stage is to establish the object relational
layer and 3rd stage carries the persistence layer
of the object relational [1] [2].
An approach shows the transformation of
class diagrams of UML to an XML document,
applied to 5 steps, the first step is the
representation
of
the
diagram
under
mathematical formulas, the 2nd step is to encode
chart and validate from a validation algorithm,
3rd step is to import the diagram to the XML
schema definition XSD, the 4th step is to define
the structure of the class diagrams, and finally
the validation and storage [3].
Some methods also offers migrations that
are based on an analysis and standardization, the
first step in the migration is to establish an
analysis of the UML diagrams, a second step is
to normalize the class diagram in its logical data
structure and behavior data and ultimately make
the transition to the ORDB schema [4].
Several application modeling tools that
allow among other to make UML diagram, and
also can cover all stages of the life cycle of
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software up to a step of generation of an
automatic code in a specific language, which is
part of the reverse engineering , but no such
tools offers the possibility of creating a physical
schema of an object relational database, this
article is intended to fill this gap by providing a
comprehensive approach to migration of a
conceptual object model to a physical object
relational model [5] [6].
One approach is based on the presentation of
ORDB from a graphical model which is based
on the mapping of a class diagram UML to its
target ORDB schema from some of its elements
[15]. Another approach shows the effectiveness
of the use of models for the implementation of
migration, having as starting point the class
diagram of UML, these models become the main
features of the software life cycle and its
processes development, leading to a final
product quality ensure[16].
Our approach will have as starting point a
class diagram [7], a CDM Conceptual Data
Model [8] or any object modeling, and extract
the different patterns used in software
engineering for represented classes and
relationships between them, describe the
responsibilities, behavior and the type of a set of
objects, that by transforming the model into a
meta-model [9]; the only step in the migration
which will be made in a semi-automatic way;
the second step is the transformation of the
meta-model physical schema which is itself
composed of two parts, types creation and tables
creation, which will be done in an automatic
way without the interference of the human
factor.
2. The meta-model
The
meta-model
is
the
particular
representation of a conceptual data model that
characterizes the object modeling, which is
considered the model of the model that will be
flattened and indexed by classification through
semantic enrichment [10].
The first stage of the migration it is the
realization of the meta-model.
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The meta-model is called New Data Model
NDM which is a kind of table that describes the
different classes derived from an object
conceptual model with the necessary data for the
implementation of a migration to ORDB.
The NDM is defined as a collection of
classes NDM: = {C | C: = (cn, degree, cls, a,
contributor)}
Cn =the name of the class.
Degree = first degree (the tables that contain
PK) | 2nd degree (the tables that contain FK
without PK).
Cls=aggregation, composition, association
(association reflexive), inheritance, simple class
(the class that does not belong to the other
classifications).
Contributor =Constraint of primary passage
of keys and realization of the foreign keys,
where from the FKS shall have to respect the
repository integrity to specify by the values of
the primary keys at the origin of the functional
independence (transition from a conceptual
model towards the logical model).
A=attribute:={a | a := (an, t, tag, l, n, d)}
(An :name of the attribute, T:type of the
attribute, Tag: primary key(PK) | foreign
key(FK),L: length of the attribute, N:if the
attribute takes the parameter null, D:the default
value of the attribute).
The realization of NDM starts by specifying
the class name and its classification, then the list
of attributes and specify the tag if it is a primary
key.
According to the classification of each class
a degree is automatically assigned, the degree
helps to specify referential integrity, the tag
designated as foreign key FK is assigned in an
automated manner using the contributor, the
degree and the classification.
Take the example of a class diagram that
identifies the class structure of a system that
includes all the objects and principles of the
various relationships such as inheritance,
aggregation that are most prevalent in the
specifications of UML. This article is based on
this example, other figures and tables will be
drawn from this example.
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Fig. 1 . Example of a class diagram

Each class is referenced in other classes
through a contribution table that links them,
eliminating cardinality specifying that objects of

a class are connected to other objects of another
class, based on the same operating principle of
the MMU (memory management unit) the
management of operating systems.

Fig. 2 . Example of functional dependency with a table of contribution
Example of NDM show in Table I generated
from a class diagram.
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3. The transformation of the meta-model to
ORDB
The second stage of the migration of a UML
class diagram, it is the translation of the metamodel in ORDB, who is going to consist in two
parts, the first part for the creation of the types
and the second for the creation of tables.
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The Creation of Types

Person

+ Creation of the types defined in the NDM
as aggregation.
An aggregation relationship establishes a
separation between two classes, which is distinct
from each other as a component or attached.
Aggregation is a special type of association in
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which the objects are combined to create a
single more complex object.
+ Creation of the types defined in the NDM
as composition.
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depends on the class that connects there, if it is
destroyed or a delete request is made, the
compositions will be destroyed as it generates a
loss of information.
UML aggregation is schematized with an
empty diamond, and composition with a solid
diamond, noting that in most DBMS it will
differentiate
between
composition
and
aggregation by the use of certain technology, for
example the use of triggers. In the case of Oracle
since version 8i is possible to make a
differentiation between them, given its rich
syntax, using nested table and collections of type
Varray [11] [12] [13] [14].

A composition relationship is also a special
type of association that represents an exhaustive
relation. In other kind of, it is an aggregation
which the lifetime of its complex object depends
on the lifetime of the entire discriminator.
The main difference between an aggregation
and a composition it is their life cycle. In an
aggregation even if we destroy the class which
there connects or a delete request is made, the
history is kept. When it is a composition it
Example of creating an aggregation and composition from different syntax
Table 2 . Creation OF AGGREGATION and composition
Aggregation
Composition
Since
create type coverage as object
create type pages as object
Oracle
id_coverage number,
id_page number,
8i and
color varchar(10);
color varchar(10);
later
release
create type book as object
CREATE OR REPLACE TYPE List_of_pages
id_book number,
AS TABLE OF pages
title varchar(20),
cover coverage;
create type book as object
id_book number,
create table t_book of book
title varchar(20),
(primary key (id_book))
the_pages list_of_pages;
nested table t_cover store as
t_coverage;
create table t_book of book
(primary key (id_book))
create table cover of coverage
nested table t_cover store as t_coverage;
(primary key (id_cover));
SQL 99

create type book as object
id_book number,
title varchar(20),
cover coverage;
CREATE TYPE coverage AS
(id_coverage INTEGER,
color VARCHAR(10),
Has_cover REF(coverage)
ARRAY[4] );
CREATE TABLE T_book OF
book
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(PRIMARY KEY (id_book));
Schema

+ Creation of the types defined in the NDM
as association.
To create these types we keep the same
name listed in the RDB and we add _type
(concatenation).
+ Creation of composite types, those classes
entering in collaboration with the aggregation
and composition taking into account their
classification,
and
other
types
whose
classification in the NDM is simple.
+ The creation of the types defined in the
NDM as an inheritance starting with the parent
class and ending with the subclasses.
Creating Tables
The creation of tables is made by the typed
classes and is classified in the NDM as
inheritance (parent, subclasses), association, and
simple class. The aggregations and compositions
are included in the first-degree class that
interacts with itself. All tables are created with
the necessary constraints.
4 .Method of Creating and Naming Rule
To create the types we keep the same name
that appears in the RDB and we add _type
(concatenation).
 Syntax
CREATE
[OR
REPLACE]
TYPE
nameRDB_Type AS OBJECT
(column1 type1, column2 type2,...)
To create types that contain other types that
represent aggregations, the type name that
(DOI: dx.doi.org/14.9831/1444-8939.2014/2-4/MAGNT.40)

represents the aggregation remains the same and
we add _t .
 Syntax
CREATE
[OR
REPLACE]
TYPE
nameRDB1_Type AS OBJECT
(column1 type1, column2 type2,...)
/
CREATE
[OR
REPLACE]
TYPE
nameRDB2_Type AS OBJECT
(column1
type1,
column2
type2,nameRDB1_t set( nameRDB1_type),...)
For the creation of types with references, we
add a ref_ next to the name of the RDB with the
keyword REF and the referenced type.
Observation: for reflexive relationships near
many recordings [1-n] we concatenate the PK
with the FK, and the side of a single record [1-1]
we concatenate the FK with the PK.
 Syntax
CREATE
[OR
REPLACE]
TYPE
nameRDB1_Type AS OBJECT
(column1 type1, column2 type2,...)
/
CREATE
[OR
REPLACE]
TYPE
nameRDB2_Type AS OBJECT
(column1
type1,
column2
type2,nameRDB1_t nameRDB1_type,...)
/
CREATE
[OR
REPLACE]
TYPE
nameRDB3_Type AS OBJECT
(column1
type1,
column2
type2,ref_nameRDB2 REF nameRDB2_type,...)
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For the creation of types that represent the
inheritance, we add Under for the sub class
and the keyword not final
if the type has
subtypes, and final if the type has no subtypes.
 Syntax
CREATE
[OR
REPLACE]
TYPE
nameRDB1_Type AS OBJECT
(column1 type1, column2 type2,...)
NOT FINAL
/
CREATE
[OR
REPLACE]
TYPE
nameRDB2_Type under nameRDB_type
(column1
type1,
column2
type2,nameRDB1_t nameRDB1_type,...)
FINAL
Creating tables starts from typed classes.
The table keeps the same name that appears in
the RDB, and then we add the keyword OF and
the type corresponding with the constraints
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captured in the NDM (PK constraint, reference
constraint, not null constraint ...).
 Syntax:
CREATE TABLE [schema.]nameTable OF
[schema.] nameType
[(column [DEFAULT expression]
[ constraintOnLine [constraintOnLine]...
| constraintREFOnLine ]
| { constraintOffline | constraintREFOffline
}
[,column...] )]
;
Flowchart for the creation of type
aggregation
+ contri The number of contributor which is
situated in the NDM
+tabAtt the table which contains the list of
the attributes extracted from the RDB
(Relational Database)

Fig. 3. Figure representing the creation of aggregation
Table.3. Final result of the migration
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CREATE TYPE kids_type AS OBJECT
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/

(kno int, kname varchar(20),sex char(1),pno
varchar(20))

CREATE TYPE
person_type

employe_type

UNDER

/

(pno varchar(10),salary int,grade varchar(20))

CREATE TYPE dept_type AS OBJECT

FINAL

(dno int, dname varchar(20))

/

/

CREATE TYPE work_on_type AS OBJECT

CREATE TYPE proj_type AS OBJECT

(prno int, pno varchar(20),

(prno int, prname varchar(20),description
varchar(255))

ref_proj set (ref(proj_type)),
ref_person set(ref(person_type)))

/

/

CREATE TYPE person_type AS OBJECT

CREATE TABLE dept OF dept_type(

(pno varchar(10),pname varchar(20),
constraint pk_dept primary key(dno));
bdate date,address varchar(255),
dno int , pnosup varchar(20),

CREATE TABLE proj OF proj_type(

kids_t set(kids_type),
constraint pk_proj primary key(prno));
ref_dept ref (dept_type)scope dept,
ref_pno_pnosup set(ref(person_type)),
ref_pnosup_pno
person)

ref(person_type)

scope

/
TYPE

(pno varchar(10),
varchar(20))

work_on

OF

constraint refer_work_on_person ref_person
references person,

NOT FINAL

CREATE
person_type

CREATE
TABLE
work_on_type(

trainee_type

level

UNDER

varchar(20),type

constraint
refer_work_on_proj
references proj);

ref_proj

CREATE TABLE person OF person_type(
constraint pk_person primary key(pno),

FINAL
constraint refer_person ref_dept references
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dept);

CREATE TABLE trainee OF trainee_type
UNDER person;
CREATE TABLE employe OF employe_type
UNDER person;

6. Conclusion
Nowadays there are several software for creating
and editing the various diagrams of UML,
that offers an almost complete set of tools for
modeling and analysis for the specialist in the
field in the design and development of software
(rational rose, Objecteering power AMC ...)
offers the possibility of reverse engineering
which is to transform the conceptual model to
code fragments with its inner workings and
methods, but none of these software offers the
possibility to achieve the transformation of the
conceptual model to the physical object
relational model.
In this paper we present an approach to the
migration of a conceptual object model to its
object-relational schema through semantic
enrichment that includes all the specifications of
object-relational model to arrive at the final
object relational physical schema, the same
approach is valid for the passage of a conceptual
object model to the object-oriented physical
schema.
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